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1: Which utility is used to manage console connections and log console output?
A. mbm
B. srm
C. cmf
D. spm
Correct Answers: C

2: Memory modules should be configured in powers of _______________.
A. 2
B. 4
C. 8
D. 16
Correct Answers: A

3: The GS AlphaServer family currently offers three system versions. How many models are available in the GS series systems?
A. 3
B. 4
C. 6
D. 8
Correct Answers: C

4: On the SCM console, what does the show system command display?
A. overall system summary
B. SCM status and other information
C. list of all nodes
D. most recent settings of the environment variable and parameters
Correct Answers: A

5: How many RAMbus memory controllers are integrated into the EV7 chip?
A. 1
B. 2
C. 3
D. 4
Correct Answers: B

6: OpenVMS Galaxy is_____________.
A. a software architecture, not a specific product
B. the name for the latest release of OpenVMS
C. a product that operates as a layered application on OpenVMS and Tru64 UNIX
D. designed for all AlphaServer systems.
Correct Answers: A
7: A customer's business is divided into three distinctly different businesses: R&D, structural analysis, and data mining. All three require intensive CPU power at different times during the business day. To support these efforts they are considering setting up hardware partitions on their recently purchased GS160. Based on the customer's business needs, what is the maximum number of hardware partitions allowed on the GS160?
A.2  
B.4  
C.6  
D.8  
Correct Answers: B

8: The I/O port communicates with the I/O subsystem through the  ______?
A.memory  
B.risers  
C.CPU  
D.backplane  
Correct Answers: B

9: The GS1280 supports a maximum of __ memory with ___ CPUs.
A.256GB, 32  
B.512GB, 32  
C.256GB, 64  
D.512GB, 64  
Correct Answers: D

10: To include QBB0 and QBB3 in hardware partition 2, what command should be used to set the appropriate non-volatile RAM location (NVRAM)?
A.Set hp_qbb_mask 2 3  
B.Set hp_qbb_mask 5  
C.Set hp_qbb_mask2 0,3  
D.Set hp_qbb_mask2 9  
Correct Answers: D